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What Does HVLAX Mean to Me? 
 
Looking back, I realize how many doors HVLAX has opened for me.  Up until the fifth 
grade, my first season playing HVLAX, I was one hundred percent sure that I was 
going to pursue soccer.  As a ten year old, I had my whole life figured out and at the 
top of my list was playing collegiate soccer.  After playing four seasons for HVLAX, 
my life plan had done a complete one-eighty.  I fell in love with lacrosse and I 
couldn’t see myself playing any other sport for the next eight years.  HVLAX means 
the world to me because of the friendships I have made and the doors it has open 
that are ultimately responsible for my future. 
 
Most of my friends had played for HVLAX for several years, and without their 
influence I may never have given lacrosse a shot.  This is one time I can truly say that 
peer pressure had a positive effect.  One practice, one of my friends gave me one of 
the most important lessons in the basics of lacrosse.  She said to me, “Camille, you 
have to move to the ball if you actually want to catch it.”  She among many other 
teammates would give me pointers and tips about techniques and rules so I would 
have a better understanding of the game.  Following our first few practices, I played 
in my very first lacrosse game. Our goalie made a save and the ball was in the crease, 
so I ran into the circle scooped up the ball with perfect form and started running 
down the field.  I felt like a million dollars!  Until, the referee blew the whistle.  I was 
so confused, because I never knew that defenders could not step in the goalie crease.  
I was so embarrassed.  Nevertheless, I will always remember everyone with the 
word “Huntington” written across their jerseys calling my name and telling me that 
everything was okay. There is no parallel to the feeling that you get when you know 
that your teammates have your back and are there to support you even after you 
make a mistake. Many of the relationships I have formed with my teammates from 
HVLAX are my best friends that I take the field with every spring 
 
Without HVLAX, there is absolutely no way I would be where I am today.  It has 
opened countless doors and opened my eyes to new opportunities that I never 
thought were possible.  The coaches I had through HVLAX were instrumental in 
helping me learn the game, develop my skills, and ultimately love lacrosse.  My first 
coach laid down the basics and helped me understand why the referees were 
constantly blowing their whistles.  My next coaches taught me how to play at a 
faster pace with a higher intensity and were a major factor in my ability to try out 
for Huntington’s varsity program as an eighth grader.  My last coach reinforced all of 
the skills I had learned and it was during this year that I decided to focus on lacrosse 
rather than soccer.   Each coach that I played for during my time with HVLAX has 
pushed my limits and provided me with the opportunities to succeed.  Because of 
HVLAX, I was fortunate enough to have been recruited to play division one lacrosse 
at the University of Southern California in the fall.   
 
I am grateful to be a part of HVLAX, which has made Huntington feel like home, and 
gave me a sense of belonging, while building a strong foundation in lacrosse that I 
hope to continue to grow upon during the rest of my lacrosse career.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


